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Woodworking projects for boy scouts



Create an extra special advent calendar that will decorate and cheer your entire house year after year. This one from Sugar and Charm uses slightly galvanized cans hung on nails to hold trinkets and treats to surprise and delight. Transform a 4 x4 fence posts into peppermint candleholders by simply
cutting the post to the desired sizes and stripping them with a candy-sugar egg paint treatment, as seen on Simply Kierste. When the candlesticks are dry, drill a hole in the top to accommodate a tealight. These are the perfect accent, indoors or out, to get you in the holiday mood. Related: 10 Easy DIY
Candles for a Festive Season Bring a little of the natural outdoors into your holiday décor by creating a vase from a birch log. Cut the log to the desired height, then drill a wide hole in the middle with a tri-fluted drill bit. Sand the top and use as it is, just like Julie Blanner did, or drop a glass vase inside to
accommodate fresh arrangements that require water. Greet your guests with a happy group of snowmen made of a 4 x4 fence posts. Just paint them, and then accessorize with socks for hats and flannel for scarves, like this snowman family of A Mommy's Life With a touch of yellow. They will look great
for the entire winter season on an entryway table, a fireplace, or a front stoop, even after the snow melts. Nothing could be easier to achieve than these rustic, personalized wooden slice wood ornaments. After carving a log into the slices, screw in an eye hook, and thread with some jute twine to a hanger.
Decorate with paint or metallic markers, or try the clever ink-jet-printer transfer technique, Upcycled Treasures used for ornaments shown here. A log will make gifts for your entire extended family. Show all the beautiful Christmas cards on a wooden tree. Cut small boards into graded lengths, paint them
in seasonal colors, and nail them to a center post to create a skeleton of a tree, as seen at Little Lucy Lu. Hot-glue mini clothespins to the branches for a fun way to keep your beloved friends and family in view all season long. Related: Merry Mailing-10 Lovely DIY Holiday Cards A wreath of wooden
slices will look beautiful on a front door at any time of year. But add some jutles and holiday greens and you'll have an excellent natural alternative to an evergreen Christmas wreath. Screw the first layer of rounds to a wooden wreath shape, glue the second layer on top, and accessorize accordingly.
Check out this one from Find Home for inspiration. With a little wood glue and imagination, painted 2 x2 wood pieces are topped with wooden balls and then dressed with fabric and a sprig of shepherd hook. A smaller wooden block, stick and fabric make the manger in this vessel from The 36th Avenue.
Place inside a paper-lined box adorned with a craft paper star, and the true meaning of Christmas will quickly come to life. For a truly personal holiday mantel, these handmade stocking hangers from Shanty 2 Chic double as photo holders. They require more than a 2 x6 board, some Mod Podge, a bottle
stain, and some simple hardware. Santa will immediately know if stocking is if. Set the table for a holiday dinner? Consider decorating around your own version of this adorable tree, yellow Bliss Road made of just shims, stain, paint and staples. First glue and staple treetop pieces to a tainted base, thin-
side-in. Then paint and perch this small tree on any tabletop for instant Christmas cheer. If you dream of a white Christmas, prep your home with this practical and comfortable boot rack. Blogger Stephanie Lynn constructed this fixture from stock lumber and 2-inch dowels to keep slush and mud outside
the house where they belong. Glue the dowels down or let them dry so you can easily disassemble the rack and store the rack during the summer months. Related: 11 Smart Ways to Organize Your Winter Footwear An Oversize Wooden SnowFlake Like This Would Look Good Hanging On a Porch, or as
a feature on an interior wall. The plans at My Altered State require just straightforward cuts and construction techniques so that even a woodworking novice can carry out this project. Show more snowflakes in a grouping for a wooden winter landscape. Smart project ideas and step-by-step tutorials
delivered directly to your inbox every Saturday morning – sign up today for the Weekend DIY Club newsletter! Magic Wand - How to Splice Two Dyvler by RSchoenm in Woodworking 42 4.1K Wooden Windowsill of CraftAndu in Woodworking 57 3.0K The Shadow Box of-BALES-in Woodworking 73 6.6K
Scrap DIY Wood Ocean Coasters by DIYhuntres in Woodworking 74 03.5K Massive Chest of Drawers by KevsWoodworks in Woodworking 110 5.9K Salt and Pepper Shaker by Estherkrupp08 in Woodworking 7 2.2K Resin and Wood Crochet Hooks by Resinandwoodworld in Woodworking 51 4.0K
Wooden Puzzle Tray with Storage of LazyGuyDIY in Woodworking 204 7.1K Easy Wooden Desk Lamp by Darknessdark898 in Woodworking 114 4.2K DIY Fold Down Wall Desk by diyhuntress in Woodworking 360 10K Industrial Bookcase by ZacBuilds in Woodworking 240 17K Miniature Road Signs by
TheCarmichaelWorkshop in Woodworking 73 13K DIY Mini Daybed by Er in Spain in Woodworking 147 9.5K Vintage Camper Birdhouse by Resinandwoodworld in Woodworking 136 7.2K Mid-Century Modern Squirrel Feeder by dpmakestuff in Woodworking 35 3.7K Wavy Chopping Board at haywardave
in Woodworking 33 2.7K Custom Organizer Tea by davidbetz106 in Woodworking 78 2.5K Wooden Christmas tree - Decor Item by Creatiedroom in Woodworking 123 5.7K Christmas Shadowbox - Decor Item of Creatiedroom in Woodworking 1 157 6.8K 4Ux2 Computer Desk by Asdran in
WoodworkingRunner Up 85 06.0K TANGO PLYWOOD AUTOMATA of cfb70 in WoodworkingRunner Up 132 15K Tiger Tail Pen + Bonus of Bippy8 in Woodworking 1 52 3.1 K Diy Longboard Deck of Jeremihvermeire in Woodworking 41 1.1K Real Life Among Us Game Set by petachock in Woodworking
98 6.6K A simple drilling press tray of MarcellS2 in 126 6.1K Plywood Plywood Power Carved Wall Art by 1alembic in WoodworkingFirst Prize 96 5.6K DIY Modern Accent Wall of Wood and Tea in Woodworking 98 3.9K Layered Plywood Monitor Stand by M3G in Organizing 117 6.0K Keepsake Plywood
Rocking Elephant by Tinkerer64 in Woodworking 1 272 18K Applewood Candle Holder Centerpiece of heyimamaker in Woodworking 1 51 2.3K DIY Plywood Photo Wallpapers by Karishma Kumar in Photography 30 2.2K Holiday Theme Wooden Bowls by GenealogistWoodworker in Woodworking 62
4.2K Easy Plywood Holiday Decorations of rschoenm in Woodworking 2 77 5.6K Plywood Bundt Pan Banjo (Bundt-Jo) of Mactilburgh in Woodworking 28 2.2K Sparerne Wood Instructables Robot of Seams in Woodworking 13 2.0K Sapele Stakes Snare Drum by OddJob in Woodworking 26 1.7K How to
Make Shadowboxes Make a Fold Out Wall Table, who doubles as Art 8 Contemporary Furniture Ideas for Your Home How to Make a Chair Where to Find Free Pallets for DIY Projects Home Office Hack : Make a desk from a hole door How to build and install cabinets Stripping Furniture How to Clean
Cedar Chests By Connor Doe • How to Make a Portable Jewelry Display by Jen S. • Rustic Wood Table Design Ideas by Yap Siew Leng • Instant Curb Appeal: Create a New Mailbox by Justin DiPego - Senior Editor Low Signs From Reclaimed Scrap Wood By Justin DiPego - Senior Editor 13 Must-
Garden Woodworking Supplies How to Increase Welding Arc Aluminum Strength Building a Bookcase - Layout and Measuring How to Make a Corner TV Stand By Shereyll Pineda • When publishing tycoon William D. Boyce started the Boy Scouts of America in 1910, he envisioned a program that would
teach boys courage and self-reliance. As it prepares for its $4 million centennial celebration, the group needs a healthy dose of both. Membership has been eroded since 1972, when it peaked at 6 million. Some supporters have sped off funding because scouts still bars members who are gay or atheist.
Now, the nation's largest male-youth organization must assemble the troops - GPS-boosted scavenger hunts and a 10,000-square-foot traveling Adventure Base is in the works - and fill budget gaps. If it can do that, we have the perfect birthday present for it: 100 wilderness-survival badges. - EW There is
no argument that one of the largest and most famous youth organizations in the United States, the Boy Scouts of America, has had a positive impact on the lives of millions of young men while churning out bold-face names ranging from Steven Spielberg to Gerald Ford to Neil Armstrong. The core virtues
that are spelled out in Scout Law - kindness, courtesy, bravery, loyalty - are qualities that all Americans, young and old, should aspire to, and the conservation work done by the Scouts is invaluable. But while the Boy Scouts of America has the whole start-a-brand-without-a-match thing down pat, the
National Council has struggled in the past to welcome adieu to its longtime prohibiting atheists, agnostics and open or declared homosexuals from as members or managers. In the past, the BSA's membership policies have proven to be controversial, especially excluding gay members. In July 2012, 12
years after the Boy Scouts won a Supreme Court case that thrust the issue into the public eye, the BSA reaffirmed its ban on openly gay members. Several months later, in January 2013, the organization said it would mull over the issue again and announce a final decision in February (a nudging from
President Obama came shortly thereafter). Finally, in May 2013, the BSA formally announced an end to its ban on gay scouts. BSA leaders announced on October 15, 2017 that they would begin allowing girls to join their ranks. In an official statement, they said they made their decision after fielding
requests for years from families who wanted their daughters to be able to join the scouting organization. The organization evaluated the results of a wide range of research efforts and received input from current members and leaders, as well as parents and girls who have never been involved in scouting
– to understand how to offer families an important additional choice in meeting all of their children's character development needs. Although these changes show a trend toward inclusivity, in recent years, the BSA has lost countless large private and public backers (Pew Charitable Trusts, Chase Bank,
Intel, UPS Foundation, etc.) due to conflicts with non-discrimination policies and has been met with resistance or defiance by many local troops and councils. Some highly decorated Eagle Scouts have returned their badges in protest, and a 2013 petition to strip the California chapter of the BSA of its tax-
exempt status garnered more than 10,000 signatures. Many parents have wondered what other scouting options are out there for their children. In a country dominated by the BSA, it's relatively slim pickings, but there are a small handful of all-inclusive youth organizations with membership policies that
offer children and adults of all (or no) religions and sexual orientations. Some have been around for years, while others have formed recently as a direct response to the BSA's discriminatory membership policies. Below you will find information about four notable. It's worth noting that Girl Scouts USA - but
not a coed organization like the groups mentioned below - is a very different creature from the Boy Scouts and has never had restrictions on LGBT members. In fact, last year Girl Scouts Colorado welcomed a 7-year-old transgender girl named Bobby Montoya to a local chapter. The organization
explained the decision in a statement: Girl Scouts is an inclusive organization, and we accept all girls in kindergarten through 12th and 12th. If a child identifies as a girl, and the child's family presents her as a girl, the Girl Scouts of Colorado welcome her as a Girl Scout. Do we omit an inclusive scouting
or that you or your children are involved with? Med? tell us about it in the comments. The navigators were a direct outburst from the Scouts. Navigators USA Navigators USA Founded: 2003 Headquarters: Brooklyn, New York Navigators USA Moral Compass: As a navigator I promise to do my best to
create a world free from prejudice and ignorance. To treat people of every race, creed, lifestyle and ability with dignity and respect. To strengthen my body and improve my mind to reach my full potential. To protect our planet and preserve our freedom. Now there is a moral compass that we can get
behind. Founded as a direct detachment from the Boy Scouts of America by the leaders of East Harlem's Boy Scout Troop 103 in response to the BSA's exclusionary policy, Navigators USA was created, in the words of the organization, to provide a scouting experience for [all children] who either cannot
or do not want to participate in the existing scouting organization in their communities. After the split with the BSA, the former sponsor of Boy Scout Troop 103, Unitarian Church of All Souls, felt it was essential to preserve the best parts of the Scouting experience and maintain the close relationships and
ties with the young participants that had developed over the years. Thus, under the leadership of former Scoutmaster Robin Bossert, Navigators USA was born. Since its formation a decade ago, Navigators USA has grown slowly but steadily and spread from NYC across the country with more than 40
chapters in cities like Baton Rouge, St. Louis, Fresno, and Nashville. The organization is divided into two programs, each with a number of levels depending on age or performance. Junior Navigators aims to help children ages 7 to 10 build camaraderie, character and a basic understanding of the world
and cultures around them through activities like crafting, games and museum excursions. Senior Navigators, for 11- through 18-year-olds, are where more typically scout-y activities - first aid, ecology, survival skills, etc. - come into play, along with community service and other activities meant to increase
self-esteem and independence. Navigators USA has a remarkable cheerleader who also happens to be an Eagle Scout: Billionaire boss in New York City, Michael Bloomberg. While accepting a humanitarian award at an event in 2011, Bloomberg told the audience that by belonging to Navigators,
[children get] the guidance and adult-supervised adventures that only scouting can offer - in an atmosphere without stigma about sexual orientation. And as a proud Eagle Scout who has publicly told scouts to change their flawed anti-gay policy, I say 'Amen' to it! Everyone is welcome in the scouting
organization. Camp Fire Camp Fire (formerly Camp Fire USA) Founded: 1910 Headquarters: Kansas City, Missouri Camp Fire Law: Seek beauty, provide service, and knowledge pursue. Be trustworthy ever, in everything you do. Hold on to health, and your work glorify. And you'll be happy, in the law of
Camp Fire. The oldest and far the (current membership is about 750,000) all-inclusive scouting organization, Camp Fire was not always proudly coed. Until 1975, when it turned into Camp Fire Girls and Boys, the pearl-happy, WoHeLo-centric (Work, Health and Love) youth organization had served as the
sister organization to the Boy Scouts of America and was known as the Camp Fire Girls of America. And yes, as the nation's first nonsectarian and multicultural organization for girls, Camp Fire (slightly) precedes girl scouts in the United States. Several decades and nearly as many name changes later,
Camp Fire still wears its non-discriminatory badge proudly on its red (or blue) vest. Reads the organization's inclusion policy: Camp Fire works to realize the dignity and value of the individual and to remove human barriers based on all assumptions that anticipate individuals. Our program standards are
designed and implemented to reduce sexual, racial and cultural stereotypes and to promote positive intercultural relationships. In Camp Fire, everyone is welcome. With 72 councils nationwide, Camp Fire currently offers three broad programs: Out-of-School-Time, Teen Service and Leadership, and
Environment and Camp, which includes a wide range of outdoor programs ranging from resident camp to environmental education programs. And while its alumni list isn't quite complete with that girl scouts USA, Camp Fire's rather eclectic alumni include Beverly Cleary, Dianne Feinstein, Lady Bird
Johnson, Elizabeth Warren, Christy Brinkley and Madonna. Don't like SpiralScouts' Wiccan roots deters you; They're all about inclusivity. Spiral Scouts International SpiralScouts International Founded: 1999 Headquarters: North Carolina SpiralScouts Oath: A SpiralScout Must: Respect All Living Things;
be kind and courteous be honorable; pay attention to his/her words; seek out knowledge in all forms recognize the beauty of all creation; offer help to others; appreciate honesty and truth; honor personal obligations; and respect the divine in all things. True to its neo-pagan roots, the celebration and
preservation of Mother Earth is central to this dogma-free scouting organization that revolves around [children] of all faiths working, learning and growing together. Created as a decidedly more progressive and accepting alternative to mainstream scouting organizations, SpiralScouts is an offshoot of
aquarian tabernacle church, a Wiccan community based in Index, Wash.-a small outpost in the Cascade foot that is best known for a chainsaw-carved Bigfoot statue that stands next to a roadside espresso shed (yes, seriously). Although it has gained a reputation for being a pagan Sunday school in some
circles, SpiralScouts strives to be open to all and is fairly traditional in both concept and hierarchy except for the fact that each suit, referred to as a Circle or a minor Hearth, is led by both a male and female adult. Age divisions include (ages 3 to 5), FireFlies (ages 6 6 8), SpiralScouts (ages 9 to 13) and
Pathfinders (aged 14 on 18). So what do SpiralScouts do? Let's just say activities don't involve tarot cards, athames or making pentagrams out of Popsicle sticks and yarn. We do crafts, sing songs, teach forest lore, participate in service projects, explore cultures of our own, celebrate the Earth, teach
good citizenship, camping and hiking, explore mythologies, take on personal challenges, put on plays, participate in community events, earn badges, and grow and learn together, explains the organization's website. The Baden-Powell Service Association focuses on public service and outdoor skills.
Baden Powell Service Association Baden-Powell Service Association Founded: 2006 Headquarters: Washington, Missouri Scout Promise: In my honor, I promise to do my best, to do my duty to God and my country, to help other people at all times and to obey Scout law. The Baden-Powell Service
Association - not to be confused with Britain's nonaffiliated Baden-Powell Scouts' Association - is a traditional, back-to-basics scouting organization with a refreshingly non-outdated membership policy: BPSA offers a choice for those with curiosity, energy and independence of spirit. We are committed to
providing an appropriate alternative and community oriented scouting experience. BPSA welcomes everyone, regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation, religion (or no religion) or other differentiating factors. Our mission is to create a positive learning environment within the framework of democratic
participation and social justice. We promote the development of scouts in an environment of mutual respect and cooperation. Founded by David Atchley, a former Eagle Scout and Cub Scout leader who found himself in violation of the BSA's non-inclusive policies, the volunteer-run BPSA revolves around
the basic principles and practices established by Robert Baden-Powell, the grandfather of scouting who gave birth to the entire movement with the publication of 1908's Scouting For Boys: A Handbook for Instruction in Good Citizenship. So what qualifies the public service and outdoor skills-centric BPSA
as a traditional scouting organization? BPSA website sums it up: Traditional scouting is not historically re-enactment, but mostly an attempt to present scouting as the game that was played before the 1960s; and follow the principles and practices set by scouting founder, Robert Baden-Powell. Our goal is
to promote good citizenship, discipline, self-reliance, loyalty and useful skills. BPSA is organized into four program levels: Otter (ages 5 to 7), Timberwolf (ages 8 to 11), Pathfinders (ages 12 to 17) and a leading branch for young adults over 17 years known as Rovers. Currently, there are nearly 20 BPSA
groups scattered across the country in cities like Ann Arbor, Michigan; Albuquerque, Brooklyn, St. Louis and Portland, Oregon. Oregon.
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